INTRODUCTION
============

Cancer remains one of the most life-threatening diseases worldwide. In 2015, nearly 15.2 million cancer cases have been diagnosed, and 8.8 million cancer patients died from cancer ([@R1]). Cancer prognosis depends on multiple factors, including the type and stage of the disease, patient genetics, age and gender, tumor environment, available treatment option, and patients' response to therapy. To conduct fundamental cancer research and develop effective therapies for cancer treatment, a variety of strategies are used that include analysis of clinical samples (biopsies), in vivo animal models, and in vitro models. Clinical samples are highly relevant to cancer patients; however, their utilization is limited by the heterogeneity and small sample size ([@R2], [@R3]). A promising strategy is a personalized patient-derived xenograft (PDX) model, which uses surgically obtained tumor sample of a cancer patient that is implanted and grown in immunodeficient mice ([@R4], [@R5]). Although in vivo models may provide a route toward personalized medicine for patients with cancer, these models are low-throughput, cost-intensive, and difficult to scale up. Because they are established in immunocompromised mice, the deficiency of an immune system may affect tumor development ([@R6]). Certain breast cancer cells have low engraftment rates or are not amenable to growth as PDX ([@R7], [@R8]).

In vitro models include cancer cell culture within porous scaffolds, hydrogels, paper stacks, or microfluidic (MF) channels to name just a few ([@R9]). These models, especially three-dimensional (3D) models, enable the exploration of a broad range of variables that affect tumor growth, invasion, and metastasis. They provide the capability of high-throughput drug screening that is not possible with in vivo animal models or clinical samples. Notably, the results obtained for in vitro models require validation for their biological relevance.

In particular, multicellular cancer spheroids (MCSs) have emerged as a promising in vitro model that replicates many features of solid tumors in vivo, including extracellular matrix (ECM) deposition between the cells, strong cell-cell junctions, and gradients in nutrient concentration ([@R10]--[@R13]). MCSs are 3D cancer cell aggregates with dimensions from tens of micrometers to \~1 mm ([@R13]--[@R16]). Growth of MCSs is carried out from cancer cell lines or primary cells, which may be combined with fibroblasts, endothelial, or immune cells ([@R17]--[@R20]). Nonadhesive surfaces, spin flasks, or rotational bioreactors are used for MCS growth. With the development of microtechnologies, MCSs have also been formed in hanging droplets of culture medium, in micromolds, and in MF devices ([@R21]).

In many respects, MCSs mimic properties of metastatic microtumors that are formed by the spreading of cancer cells from the primary tumor by intravasation into the circulation and extravasation into the parenchyma of a distant organ ([@R22]--[@R24]). Because microtumors have dimensions that are too small for imaging by standard scanning techniques, an MCS model becomes particularly useful for the development of systemic therapies that either kill metastatic cells or lock them in the dormant state ([@R22]).

In vivo, tumors grow in ECMs composed of proteins, glycoproteins, proteoglycans, and polysaccharides ([@R25]). These ECM components offer a spectrum of biophysical properties and biochemical cues that are essential for regulating cancer cell behavior ([@R26], [@R27]). In particular, ECM stiffness, permeability, composition, spatial organization, and topography influence cancer cell proliferation, initiation, invasion, and metastasis, as well as tumor response to therapy ([@R26], [@R28], [@R29]). In addition, ECMs often have a filamentous structure rendered by fibrils of, for example, collagen, fibrin, or fibronectin, which provides structural support and specific distribution of cell adhesion receptors ([@R27]--[@R30]). ECMs also create spatially controlled cellular compartments (tumor capsules) that guide interactions between cancer cells and stroma cells ([@R26]). Cancer cells can remodel the surrounding ECMs by enzymatically degrading and rebuilding it, often making them behave as "protective" environments ([@R31]), which in turn affects tumor growth and response to therapies ([@R26], [@R28]).

The complexity and diversity of in vivo ECMs for tumor growth motivate the design and development of biomimetic environments for in vitro growth of 3D MCSs, especially from primary/patient cancer cells. Notably, some types of cancer cells that exhibit aggressive growth in vivo do not grow in vitro, where they lose the appropriate environment ([@R2]). Hydrogel-based artificial ECMs offer a spectrum of biophysical properties, the capability of their chemical modification, control over hydrogel structure and morphology, and the ability to design hydrogel shape and topography. Therefore, hydrogels have emerged as 3D biomimetic scaffolds for MCS growth and applications in fundamental cancer research and for studies of MCS response to different types of therapies ([@R26], [@R29], [@R32]).

Here, we highlight recent advances in the development of hydrogel environments for MCS growth, release, and drug screening. We start with the description of different types of hydrogel scaffolds that are currently used as environments for MCS growth and follow with the review of the effect of biophysical and biochemical cues on MCS fate. Subsequently, we discuss the methods of isolation of MCSs from hydrogel scaffolds for enhanced analysis and for their transfer to a different environment. Next, we outline the utilization of microtechnologies for MCS growth in hydrogels and review the applications of MCSs grown in hydrogel environments. We conclude with the discussion of challenges and research directions in the development of new types of hydrogels for growth and applications of cancer spheroids. This review highlights growth and applications of MCSs grown within 3D hydrogels. Growth of MCSs on 2D substrates or in the absence of hydrogels is the subject of several recent reviews ([@R11], [@R13], [@R21]).

3D HYDROGEL MICROENVIRONMENTS FOR MCS GROWTH
============================================

A hydrogel is a network of physically or chemically cross-linked polymer molecules that is inflated with an aqueous medium ([@R33], [@R34]). Hydrogels can be designed with a broad range of compositions, biophysical properties, and biological functions and can thus recapitulate many features of native ECMs. Therefore, biological and synthetic hydrogels have very promising applications for MCS growth, both for fundamental cancer research and for drug screening ([@R26]).

Protein-based hydrogels such as collagen ([@R35]--[@R38]), Matrigel ([@R39]--[@R43]), or fibrin ([@R15]) are commonly used for 3D cancer cell culture owing to their specific biophysical and cell-adhesive properties. Matrigel is recognized as a "golden standard" scaffold for MCS growth in vitro. It is extracted from Engelbreth-Holm-Swarm mouse sarcoma tumors and is composed primarily of laminin, type IV collagen, and entactin, as well as other constituents such as proteoglycans and growth factors ([@R39]). When polymerized, it forms a dense gel with relatively small pores ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@R44]). Due to the presence of multiple growth factors, Matrigel promotes in vitro growth of MCSs from cell lines and primary cells ([@R45]--[@R48]) (growth of the latter is currently a challenge in man-made hydrogel scaffolds). Matrigel has been used for MCS growth from breast cancer ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), colorectal cancer, and prostate cancer cell lines to name just a few ([@R41], [@R49], [@R50]). Many important findings have been made about MCSs grown in Matrigel. For example, it has been established that malignant breast cancer cells can be converted to the normal phenotype of the mammary epithelial cells by inhibiting β~1~ integrin receptor or by down-regulating epidermal growth factor receptor ([@R42]).

![MCS growth in hydrogel ECMs.\
(**A**) Scanning electron microscopy image of Matrigel. Scale bar, 1 μm. (**B**) Phase-contrast microscopy image of MCSs grown from MCF-7 breast cancer cell lines in Matrigel for 14 days. Scale bar, 100 μm. (**C**) PEG hydrogels are formed by a transglutaminase Factor XIIIa--catalyzed cross-linking reaction between two multi-arm PEG-peptide conjugates: *n*-PEG-MMP-Lys and *n*-PEG-Gln. Phase-contrast microscopy (**D**) and confocal microscopy (**E**) images of MCSs grown from OV-MZ-6 ovarian cancer cell lines in PEG hydrogels shown in (C). Scale bars, 100 μm. Cell actin filaments were stained with rhodamine phalloidin (red), and the nuclei were stained with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; blue). (**F**) Scanning electron microscopy image of the hydrogel formed from poly(*N*-isopropylacrylamide)--modified CNCs. Scale bar, 10 μm. (**G**) MCS growth from MCF-7 breast cancer cell lines in hydrogels shown in (F). Scale bar, 100 μm. Figures were reproduced with permission from Poincloux *et al*. ([@R44]) (A), Ehrbar *et al*. ([@R66]) (C), Loessner *et al*. ([@R64]) (D and E), and Li *et al*. ([@R14]) (F and G).](aas8998-F1){#F1}

Collagen, the most abundant fibrous protein component of ECM in mammals, plays a crucial role in tumor progression, invasion, and metastasis by promoting cell adhesion and migration ([@R51]--[@R54]). Therefore, 3D collagen gels are extensively used to mimic ECMs. For example, collagen type I hydrogels have been used to grow MCSs from osteosarcoma, breast cancer cells, human colorectal cancer cells, prostate cancer cell lines, and primary cancer cells from colorectal cancer patients ([@R2], [@R35]--[@R38]).

Polysaccharide hydrogels formed by hyaluronic acid (HA) ([@R55], [@R56]), agarose ([@R57]), or alginate ([@R58], [@R59]) have useful biophysical properties; however, they require additional chemical modification with, for example, arginylglycylaspartic acid (RGD) peptides ([@R58]) to introduce adhesion sites for mammalian cells. In contrast with Matrigel or collagen, polysaccharide hydrogels provide controllable and stable chemical and physical conditions for MCS growth, because their degradation is independent of cell-secreted proteolytic enzymes ([@R58]). Because of their mechanical stability, agarose and alginate hydrogels were used to determine the effect of stress imposed by growing MCSs on the hydrogels ([@R57], [@R59]).

Composite hydrogels with an interpenetrating network structure formed by polysaccharides and proteins offered control over mechanical properties of the hydrogel and provided cell adhesion ligands, thus facilitating MCS growth ([@R60]). Recently, MCSs have been efficiently grown from human ovarian cancer cells in alginate-collagen-agarose hydrogels ([@R61]). Alginate has also been combined with Matrigel to investigate the malignant progression of normal mammary epithelium mediated by changing hydrogel stiffness ([@R40]).

Biopolymer hydrogels offer a broad range of biochemical and biophysical properties for cell morphogenesis and function; however, the diversity of cues provided by natural scaffolds, their batch-to-batch variation, and uncontrolled degradation often limit the isolation of the effect of a specific ECM property on cancer cell fate and affect reproducibility of the results of comparative studies of cancer cell growth ([@R26], [@R62]). Synthetic hydrogel scaffolds carrying appropriate cell adhesion ligands and biodegradable cross-linkers may overcome these limitations by providing control over hydrogel composition and properties ([@R26]).

Synthetic hydrogels have been synthesized from linear or star poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) molecules, which were cross-linked by photopolymerization of acrylate-PEG, by the click reaction between norbornene- and thiol-terminated PEG, or by the reaction between lysine- and glutamine-containing PEG ([Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@R63]--[@R66]). Hydrogels formed from PEG have also been modified with integrin-binding RGD peptide molecules and matrix metalloproteinase degradable sites and used to grow MCSs from lung ([@R63]), ovarian ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, D and E) ([@R64]), and brain cancer cell lines ([@R65]).

Another example of synthetic ECMs are hydrogels formed by the self-assembly of peptide molecules such as RADA16-I (AcN-RADARADARADARADA-CNH~2~) ([@R67]). During the synthesis, specific ligands were attached to peptides to achieve desired biological functions of the hydrogel ([@R68]--[@R70]). These hydrogels contained entangled \~10-nm-thick fibers and had 5- to 200-nm-size pores ([@R17]). Peptide RADA16-I hydrogels (commercially available as BD PuraMatrix) ([@R71]) have been used to grow MCSs from ovarian cancer cell lines.

Unfortunately, synthetic preparation and purification of these hydrogels are cost- and labor-intensive, and they are not readily remodeled by cells. Furthermore, the morphology of synthetic hydrogel scaffolds often does not mimic the filamentous nature of natural ECMs ([@R3], [@R62]), which controls the spatial organization of the cell-adhesive ligands and mechanical signal transduction from cells to nanofibers of the ECM ([@R30], [@R72], [@R73]). Hybrid hydrogels derived from biological and synthetic constituents combine the best of both worlds: the advantages of natural polymers (that is, cell-adhesive ligands and filamentous structure) and synthetic polymers (that is, control of the biochemical and mechanical properties). For example, hydrogels have been formed from modified HA molecules ([@R55], [@R74]) by using the Michael-type addition reaction between acrylate-HA and thiolated-HA ([@R75]) or by oxime ligation between aldehyde-modified HA and bis(oxyamine)-PEG ([@R76]).

Another interesting example of hybrid scaffolds for MCS growth is a nanofibrillar hydrogel formed by rod-like cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) carrying end-grafted molecules of a synthetic polymer poly(*N*-isopropylacrylamide) ([@R14]). As the shape and dimensions of CNCs are similar to those of collagen nanofibrils ([@R77]), the nanofibrillar structure of the hydrogel resembles the morphology of filamentous collagen and fibrin hydrogels ([Fig. 1F](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). These hydrogels were used to culture breast cancer cells ([Fig. 1G](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), with the MCS growth profiles being similar to those obtained in Matrigel.

BIOPHYSICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL CUES TO CONTROL THE MCS GROWTH
==========================================================

In vivo tumors grow in ECM environments with a broad spectrum of biochemical and biophysical properties ([@R78], [@R79]). To recreate microenvironments for tumor growth, the hydrogel of choice should replicate the properties of ECM, for example, its composition, structure, stiffness, and permeability. In particular, the role of hydrogel stiffness in MCS growth has been highlighted by showing that it affects the growth and phenotype of cancer cells. For example, MCS growth from individual murine B16-F1 melanoma cells has been explored for fibrin hydrogels with stiffness in the range from 90 to 1050 Pa ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) ([@R15]). In stiff hydrogels, the size and the number of MCSs were markedly decreased ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, C and D). In addition, MCSs grown in soft hydrogels had a high tumorigenicity when transferred in vivo ([@R15]). The matrix stiffness also affects the phenotype of cancer cells. Hepatocellular carcinoma cells encapsulated in a fat-like soft PEG--cross-linked collagen hydrogel formed malignant spheroids, whereas cells cultured in a liver-like, stiffer gel formed spheroids with suppressed malignancy ([@R80]). Although significant progress has been made on MCS growth in hydrogels with varying stiffness, the decoupling of the role of matrix stiffness and biochemical properties is still a challenge ([@R81]). Because hydrogel stiffness is generally controlled by varying polymer concentration, the resulting change in pore size (and thus in transport properties) and a varying density of cell adhesion sites can affect MCS growth.

![Formation of MCSs in fibrin hydrogels with varying stiffness.\
(**A**) An individual B16-F1 cell grows into an MCS in fibrin gel with stiffness of 90 Pa within 4 days. (**B**) MCSs formed after 5-day culture from an individual B16-F1 cell in fibrin hydrogels with stiffness of 90 Pa (left), 420 Pa (middle), and 1050 Pa (right). Scale bars, 50 μm (A and B). (**C**) Variation in the MCS number with cell culture time in the fibrin hydrogels. (**D**) Increase in MCS size plotted as a function of culture time, plotted for hydrogels with different stiffness. The stiffness of 3D fibrin gels with concentrations of 1, 4, and 8 mg ml^−1^ is 90, 420, and 1050 Pa, respectively. Figures were reproduced with permission from Liu *et al*. ([@R15]) (A to D).](aas8998-F2){#F2}

Recently, the utilization of composite alginate-Matrigel hydrogels has enabled independent tuning of the matrix stiffness and composition ([@R40]). The stiffness of these hydrogels was modulated by controlling the degree of ionic cross-linking of alginate with Ca^2+^ ions at a constant polymer concentration, cell adhesion ligand density, and pore size. It was found that an increase of the matrix stiffness induced the malignant cell phenotype in mammary epithelium ([@R40]). Notably, with an increase in the concentration of basement membrane ligand (laminin-111), the acinar morphology in mammary epithelium was independent of the matrix stiffness.

Hydrogel composition, especially the presence of cell adhesion moieties, plays a crucial role in the MCS formation ([@R58], [@R64]). For example, in PEG hydrogels modified with RGD peptides ([@R64]), MCSs formed from the human epithelial ovarian cancer cell line proliferated faster and with a significantly higher spheroid number, in comparison with MCSs grown in the same hydrogels without RGD modification ([@R64]). Oral squamous cell carcinoma cells and brain and breast cancer cells also showed enhanced MCS growth within RGD-modified alginate hydrogels, in comparison with their culture in nonmodified alginate hydrogels ([@R58]).

These findings highlight the importance of controlling the interplay between the ECM stiffness and composition for the regulation of cell phenotype. They also provide insight needed for the development of strategies that may suppress cancer cell growth in vivo.

ISOLATION OF MCSs FROM HYDROGEL SCAFFOLDS
=========================================

Postgrowth release of MCSs from hydrogel scaffolds is highly desirable for their analysis at the cellular and molecular levels ([@R15], [@R33], [@R49]), as well as MCS transfer in vivo to study their tumorigenic ability ([@R2], [@R82]). Commonly used mechanical hydrogel disruption ([@R15]) and enzymatically or chemically mediated hydrogel lysis ([@R33]) may affect MCS integrity. Photodegradation of the hydrogel is an alternative method for MCS liberation; however, ultraviolet irradiation may be harmful for the encapsulated cells ([@R83]).

The utilization of temperature-responsive hydrogels that liquefy at a reduced, yet physiologically appropriate, temperature offers a promising alternative to MCS release from the hydrogel matrix ([@R84]--[@R88]). The use of a hydrogel scaffold formed by CNCs tethered with poly(*N*-isopropylacrylamide) molecules enabled MCS growth at 37°C and their subsequent release by hydrogel dissolution at the temperature below the lower critical solution temperature of poly(*N*-isopropylacrylamide) ([Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) ([@R14]). Upon release, the MCSs did not exhibit noticeable dissociation ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, B and C). The MCSs exhibited similar morphologies and size distribution before and after the release from the hydrogel. After the release, the MCSs were encapsulated in fibrin gel for further growth, thereby modeling the tumorigenic properties of MCSs implanted in vivo. Temperature-mediated MCS release offered (i) enhanced optical characterization of MCSs, due to reduced light scattering by the fibrous hydrogel ([@R49], [@R89]), and (ii) better MCS integrity, in comparison with that achieved by enzymatic or chemical hydrogel digestion ([@R33], [@R90]).

![MCS release from p-CNC hydrogel.\
(**A**) Schematic of encapsulation, growth, and release of MCF-7 MCSs from the hydrogel formed by poly(*N*-isopropylacrylamide)--modified CNCs. (**B**) Phase-contrast microscopy images of MCF-7 MCSs released from the hydrogel as in (A) after 15-day culture. Scale bar, 500 μm. (**C**) Immunostaining of the representative MCF-7 MCS released from the hydrogel as in (A) by Alexa Fluor 488 E-cadherin rabbit monoclonal antibody (green), DAPI (blue), Alexa Fluor 568 phalloidin (red), and the merged fluorescence image of the MCS. Scale bars, 50 μm. Figures were reproduced with permission from Li *et al*. ([@R14]) (A to C).](aas8998-F3){#F3}

EMERGING MICROTECHNOLOGIES FOR MCS GROWTH IN 3D MICROSCALE HYDROGELS
====================================================================

Advanced 3D in vitro cancer models have been recently developed by combining hydrogel-based cancer cell environments and microfabrication technologies. In comparison with conventional macroscopic 3D models, growth of MCSs in microscale hydrogels has the following advantages: (i) highly controllable MCS size, (ii) the ability to conduct high-content studies using small sample size, (iii) high reproducibility, and (iv) integration of MCS models with MFs to achieve MCS growth and high-throughput screening of drugs under close-to-physiological medium flow conditions ([@R3]).

Using hemispherical microwell arrays fabricated in polydimethylsiloxane, MCSs were formed by liver cancer cell line in the alginate hydrogel ([@R91]). The size of MCSs (controlled by the microwell dimensions) was 150 to 400 μm. The viability and function of the spheroids were evaluated by releasing MCS-laden alginate microgels from the microwells and by measuring albumin secretion and urea synthesis using commercialized colorimetric assay kits ([@R91]).

Recently, growth of MCSs in an MF chip was implemented either in the absence of hydrogel scaffolds or by using conventional hydrogel scaffolds. For example, MCSs were grown from MCF-7 breast cell lines in the collagen hydrogel ([@R92]). The MCSs had a characteristic tumor tissue structure; however, the distribution in their dimensions suggested a potential difference in drug penetration, and thus the outcome of therapeutic treatment. Enhanced control of MCS dimensions was achieved by their compartmentalization in cell-laden hydrogel beads ([@R93]), hanging droplets ([@R94]--[@R96]), or in microwells ([@R97]--[@R101]). These experiments were conducted in the absence of hydrogels or without controlling hydrogel properties. In particular, uniformly sized MCSs formed from mouse colon carcinoma in alginate microcapsules that were generated by droplet MFs ([@R59]). Parallel streams of cell suspension in sorbitol solution, a solution of sorbitol, and sodium alginate solution were supplied to the MF droplet generator ([Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). A jet of the mixed suspension broke up periodically to generate cell-laden precursor droplets, which gelled off-chip in a calcium bath. Growth of MCSs was monitored in the alginate microcapsules ([Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) ([@R59]).

![Emerging microtechnologies for MCS growth in 3D microscale hydrogels.\
(**A**) Schematic of the MF platform for MCS formation, which is composed of an external fluidic injection system, coextrusion microdevice, and off-chip gelation bath. An enlarged view of the chip (right) shows the three-way configuration, with cell suspension (CS), intermediate solution (IS), and alginate solution (AL), respectively, flowing into the coaligned capillaries. The inlets of the chip are connected to three syringes controlled by two syringe pumps. The compound liquid microdroplets fall into a 100 mM calcium bath. Calcium-mediated gelation of the alginate shell freezes the structure of the capsule, and cells remain encapsulated. (**B**) Growth of a representative spheroid encapsulated in alginate capsule. Time on top of the images is recorded from encapsulation. Scale bars, 50 μm. (**C**) Bright-field images (left) of MCSs in a 96-well plate by bioprinting. Individual spheroid obtained from 4T1--green fluorescent protein (GFP) orthotopic mouse breast tumor. Scale bars, 1 mm (left image) and 500 μm (fluorescent images). Figures were reproduced with permission from Alessandri *et al*. ([@R59]) (A and B) and Truong *et al*. ([@R37]) (C).](aas8998-F4){#F4}

Bioprinting has emerged as a very promising approach to in vitro 3D cancer models owing to its ability to create complex 3D architectures ([@R102]). Uniformly sized arrays of MCSs grown from breast and prostate cancer cell lines were formed by injecting cell-laden droplets in a collagen hydrogel in a 96-well plate ([@R37]). The MCS size and position were precisely controlled, which enabled automated imaging of the MCSs by using high-throughput imaging instrumentation (Becton Dickinson Pathway 855). MCSs from freshly isolated mouse breast ([Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and human sarcoma (chondrosarcoma or osteosarcoma) biopsy material were prepared by this method, thereby indicating the potential for personalized cancer models ([@R37]).

APPLICATIONS OF MCSs GROWN IN HYDROGELS
=======================================

Fundamental cancer cell biology research
----------------------------------------

Because MCSs grown in biomimetic hydrogels recapitulate many features of tumors formed in vivo, they serve as a useful in vitro model for fundamental research in cancer biology. An exemplary application of MCS models is the exploration of the angiogenic capability of cancer cells ([@R58]). For example, MCSs formed by oral squamous cell carcinoma cells in 3D alginate hydrogel were used to explore the angiogenic capacity of cancer cells in a specific environment. It was found that secretion of interleukin-8, a chemokine ligand playing an important role in tumor vascularization, was up-regulated in the alginate hydrogel modified with RGD peptide, in comparison with a nonmodified alginate hydrogel ([@R58]).

Recently, there has been an interest in the growth of tumorigenic cells, which are believed to cause cancer relapse. Growth of MCSs within hydrogels provided the ability to grow tumorigenic cells ([@R13], [@R15], [@R103]). For example, MCSs from multiple cancer cell lines or primary cancer cells were grown in fibrin hydrogels ([@R15]). Injection of as little as 10 cells that were dissociated from these MCSs in immunodeficient mice led to the formation of solid tumors at the injection site or at a distant organ (lungs) more efficiently than from cancer cells cultured on conventional rigid dishes or on soft gels.

Metastasis causes \~90% of all cancer-caused deaths ([@R62]); however, its mechanism is underinvestigated. Recently, using MCSs grown in hydrogels, invasion behavior and metastasis of cancer cells were studied systematically ([@R72], [@R104], [@R105]). MCSs from primary human mammary carcinoma were cultured in collagen and Matrigel ([@R72], [@R104]). MCSs invaded the collagen hydrogel with protrusions and disseminated cells, whereas in Matrigel, MCSs were either indolent or grew collectively without protrusions ([@R104]). Moreover, to decouple factors that regulate cancer cell invasion and metastasis, MCSs from breast cancer cell lines were cultured in nanofibrillar collagen hydrogels with varying stiffness and pore size. It was found that the size of pores (controlled by the nanofibrillar gel structure), rather than viscoelastic gel properties, determined the invasion activity of the cells ([@R72]). The optimized cell invasion was observed in the hydrogels with a pore size of \~8 μm, as well as suitable spatial organization of adhesion ligands in the nanofibrillar hydrogel; however, the mechanism of cancer invasion was not studied in detail. Cancer cell invasion was also studied using MCSs formed from malignant mammary epithelial cells in hybrid Matrigel/PEG hydrogels, in which PEG was tethered with the RGD peptide--conjugated α-cyclodextrin. Stronger cell invasion was observed in the hydrogels with an intermediate RGD peptide concentration (0.25%, w/v) and low stiffness (\~100 Pa), whereas the same hydrogel without modification with RGD did not promote cell invasion ([@R105]). Stronger cell invasion in the RGD-modified hydrogels could be caused by the hydrogel network displacement driven by cell-mediated forces, with the assistance of cell adhesion.

Drug screening
--------------

MCSs grown in biomimetic hydrogels serve as a better model for the evaluation of drug efficacy than MCSs formed in the absence of hydrogels ([@R13], [@R16], [@R106]). Currently, MCSs grown in biomimetic hydrogels have not been extensively used for drug screening, mostly because of the labor-intensive hydrogel synthesis and challenges in the characterization of MCSs embedded in the hydrogels ([@R17]). Nevertheless, it has been established that after drug treatment, the structure and cell membranes in the MCSs grown in the collagen hydrogel were deteriorated, in comparison with control samples ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, A and B) ([@R107]). Several recent studies showed that MCSs cultured in collagen hydrogel exhibited greater resistance to drugs than MCSs cultured in hydrogel-free conditions ([@R106], [@R108]), presumably because hydrogels acted as a barrier that slowed down drug diffusion and reduced the number of drug molecules reaching the MCS due to their binding to the hydrogel ([@R13]). Similarly, the response of MCSs to anticancer drugs such as doxorubicin and paclitaxel was weaker for the MCSs grown in the collagen hydrogel than that for the MCSs grown by 2D cell culture ([@R107]). To study the efficacy of therapeutic treatment of tumors in ECMs with varying stiffness, MCSs formed from breast cancer cells were encapsulated in collagen hydrogels with stiffness in the range from 300 to 6000 Pa and treated with paclitaxel ([@R109]). In soft hydrogels, paclitaxel-induced apoptosis of cancer cells was stronger than that for MCSs grown in stiffer matrices.

![MCSs in the hydrogels as models for drug screening and NP transport.\
Morphology of MCSs formed by coculture of the human hepatocellular liver carcinoma cell line HepG2 and fibroblasts in collagen hydrogel without (**A**) and with (**B**) 10 μM doxorubicin treatment for 4 days. Scale bars, 100 μm. (**C**) Change in diameter of MCSs (breast cancer cell line MDA-MB-231) in the collagen hydrogels, plotted as a function of duration of the paclitaxel treatment. The drug was delivered via bolus dose or NPs for 24 hours. (**D**) Image of the MF device (left) with MCS (MDA-MB-435 melanoma cell line) in Matrigel, which was used to study NP transport in the tumor tissue model. Scale bar, 1000 μm. The spheroid (right) stained with anti-Laminin--FITC (fluorescein isothiocyanate). Scale bar, 100 μm. (**E**) Schematic (left) and image (right) of 40 (top) and 110 nm (bottom) fluorescent PEG-Au NPs administered for 1 hour at the flow rate of 50 ml/h. The 40-nm NPs entered the MCS and accumulated in the interstitial spaces (arrows in top image), and the 110-nm NPs were excluded from the MCS. Scale bars, 100 μm. Images in (E) represent an overlay of fluorescence (excitation, 633 nm; emission, 650 to 700 nm) and differential interference contrast images. (**F**) NP penetration depth in MCSs treated with 40-nm PEG-Au NPs at various flow rates. Figures were reproduced with permission from Yip *et al*. ([@R107]) (A and B), Charoen *et al*. ([@R35]) (C), and Albanese *et al*. ([@R114]) (D to F).](aas8998-F5){#F5}

Furthermore, MCSs cultured in the collagen hydrogel were used to evaluate the therapeutic outcome of the different drug delivery methods ([@R35]). In particular, MCSs grown from breast cancer cells exhibited significantly stronger reduction in size upon treatment with polymer nanoparticles (NPs) loaded with paclitaxel, in comparison with MCSs treated with free paclitaxel ([Fig. 5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The decrease in the MCS size in response to the treatment with paclitaxel was similar for both the low and high drug doses, that is, 100 and 1000 ng/ml, respectively ([@R35]). To uncover the mechanism of drug uptake, MCSs formed by prostate cancer cells in the HA hydrogel were treated with free doxorubicin and doxorubicin-loaded polymer NPs ([@R110]). A stronger therapeutic effect was observed for doxorubicin-loaded NPs for MCSs cultured in the HA hydrogel than that for the free doxorubicin, which was caused by the internalization of drug-loaded NPs into tumor cells and subsequent release of doxorubicin in the cell interior.

The MCS models were also used to explore NP transport in tumor tissue for the optimization of NP size, shape, and surface chemistry for drug delivery and in vivo imaging ([@R92], [@R111]--[@R114]). Recently, a tumor-on-a-chip model was developed by introducing a Matrigel-surrounded MCS formed by melanoma cell lines ([Fig. 5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) ([@R114]). It was found that the penetration of gold NPs into the tissue or Matrigel was controlled by the NP size ([Fig. 5E](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) and that NP retention was improved by their surface modification with the targeting receptors. The role of the flow conditions on NP delivery in the MCS was limited to their accumulation at the tissue periphery and did not affect their penetration depth ([Fig. 5F](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) ([@R114]).

CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
============================

Studies of MCSs formed in biomimetic hydrogels advance fundamental cancer research and provide deeper insight into the therapeutic tumor treatment. Man-made hydrogels with a broad spectrum of properties are constantly evolving in an effort to match the complexity of native tissues, and a large number of biological, synthetic, and hybrid hydrogels for MCS growth have been already developed ([@R9]). Further work should focus on the more accurate mimicking of in vivo environments for tumor growth, enhanced understanding of the role of the environment on cancer cell fate, and validation of the results obtained with MCS in vitro models. From this perspective, synthesizing or assembling "another gel" that acts comparably to, for example, Matrigel, cannot be considered as a significant advancement. Fundamental questions to be addressed include the effect of hydrogel properties on cancer initiation, cancer invasion, metastasis, and response to therapy. For example, the effects of hydrogel biophysical properties (for example, stiffness and permeability) and composition on cancer fate have to be decoupled. Although the importance of ECM (hydrogel) stiffness on the MCS growth is established, the majority of studies have focused on the hydrogel elasticity and overlooked the role of its viscoelasticity. It was recently found that viscoelastic properties of hydrogel substrates with stress relaxation can stimulate the spreading of osteosarcoma cells to a greater extent than purely elastic hydrogel substrates with the same initial elastic modulus ([@R115]). The role of hydrogel structure, that is, its filamentous nature, anisotropy, and hierarchical architecture, is underinvestigated, and it is desirable to examine it with respect to each particular type of cancer. Chemical functionalization of man-made hydrogels for MCS growth can better replicate a biochemical environment for tumor growth. This approach was used by attaching cell-cell signaling factors and components of pancreatic tissue--specific ECM to poly(ethylene glycol)-*co*-poly-[l]{.smallcaps}-lysine hydrogel beads surrounding pancreatic cells ([@R116]), and it can be used in cancer research.

Other factors that should be considered for hydrogel improvement include the ease and the cost of its preparation, the fine-tuning of gelation time, and the hydrogel stability.

It is established that degradation and remodeling of ECM by cancer cells may result in ECM heterogeneity and thus lead to spatial variation in density and network organization. Alignment and orientation of collagen I fibers perpendicular to the tumor boundary have been associated with cancer relapse after surgical excision and preferential migration of breast cancer cells along the aligned fibers ([@R117], [@R118]). To understand the role of dynamic niches on tumor progression, further efforts should focus on the use of hydrogels with structures characteristic for specific types of cancer, for example, hydrogels with fibrillar structures and well-defined spatial nanofiber alignment.

During tumor development, the adjacent ECM is degraded and remodeled by cancer cells. The ECM niche, in turn, influences tumor progression and response to therapy; however, in general, only initial hydrogel properties are characterized, and the change in the density, stiffness, or permeability of hydrogels during the course of MCS growth is not considered. Thus, advanced methods are required to characterize changes in the hydrogel adjacent to the MCS.

After MCS growth and therapeutic treatment, it is imperative to release them from the hydrogel matrix for the analysis using flow cytometry or molecular characterization by the reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction or by Western blots. In addition, because nanofibrillar gels may scatter light in the visible part of the spectrum, MCS release can facilitate their imaging by optical microscopy. Commonly used methods for MCS release use enzymatically or chemically mediated hydrogel lysis, which may affect MCS integrity. Advanced hydrogel-based ECMs leading to MCS release under mild conditions are highly desired.

Currently, well-established cancer cell lines are routinely used to grow MCSs; however, during culture and passage, cell lines acquire changes in gene expression and morphology and lose some characteristics of primary tumors ([@R119], [@R120]). In contrast, primary cells would better retain the properties of the original tumor ([@R120], [@R121]), and MCS growth from primary cells would have a stronger similarity with tumor tissue in both the composition and the architecture. Presently, this process is challenging: Conditions for primary cancer cell growth are not optimized and cell viability is low ([@R121]). Growth of MCSs derived from the biopsy of cancer patients offers the approach to "precision cancer medicine," a personalized therapeutic tool that predicts the outcome of therapeutic treatment for a specific patient. Screening of drugs on these MCSs can provide useful information that would enable clinicians to make a better decision about the most efficient clinical management strategy for a specific patient. In addition, this may open up opportunities for applying novel agents for patients that cannot be cured with standard chemotherapy drugs ([@R47], [@R122]). Hydrogels that support MCS growth from cancer cells that are isolated from patient tumor tissues are in high demand, especially when these hydrogels are designed for studies of a specific type of cancer. Although MCSs have been grown from primary cancer cells in collagen and Matrigel ([@R2], [@R46], [@R47]), the full potential of these MCSs in basic cancer research and drug screening is not completely realized ([@R123]). The utilization of genetic manipulation tools, for example, CRISPR-Cas9, to capture characteristic molecular aspects of MCSs grown in different hydrogels may prove useful for accurately reproducing the properties of tumor environments in vivo.

Growth of MCSs in 3D microscale hydrogels has already advanced basic cancer research and paved the way for the discovery of anticancer drugs. In particular, a tumor-on-a-chip approach implemented by combining MCSs and MFs is rapidly developing to study cancer initiation and progression and screen anticancer therapies in a high-throughput fashion. Currently, tumor-on-a-chip models have a limited use outside academic laboratories due to the potential complexity of the MF devices and the lack of robustness of hydrogels under continuous medium flow. Covalently cross-linked hydrogels are needed for these applications, as well as simple MCS culture protocols and automated imaging and analytic techniques.
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